
Cyberattacks are
happening right now
Can your outdated security 
tools stop them?

You need security tools that can... 
Stop threats 
at the edge 

Control who 
gets on your 

network

An integrated ecosystem of tools helps you catch threats faster. 
See a threat once and then stop it everywhere.

Cisco Next-Generation Firewall 
and NGIPS
Upgrade from Cisco ASA and IPS

Here’s what you need
Cisco Security solutions work together in an integrated 
ecosystem to make security more effective

AMP for Endpoints, AMP for Networks, 
and Stealthwatch
Add advanced threat subscriptions from Cisco

Cisco AnyConnect 4.0 and Identity 
Services Engine (ISE)
Upgrade from Cisco AnyConnect 3.x and Cisco ACS

Simplify 
Network 

Segmentation 

Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) 
with TrustSec
Upgrade from ACS and add the power of TrustSec

Cisco Web/Email Appliance x90 and 
Cisco Umbrella
Upgrade to new Cisco WSA and ESA, and check out 
cloud-delivered protection from Umbrella Protect Users

Wherever 
They Are 

Cisco Talos threat intelligence powers 
our entire security portfolio

Do it all without the stress
Let Cisco Security Services make it easy for you

Stop Threats
at the Edge

Control Who 
Gets on 

Your Network 

Find and
Contain

Problems Fast
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Prevent breaches by blocking known and emerging threats. Get the 
most comprehensive and deepest visibility into threat activity 
across users, hosts, networks, and infrastructure.

The most advanced threats can evade even the best 
prevention tools. Go beyond prevention to detect and eliminate 
threats that manage to get inside. Cisco AMP will continuously 
inspect file behavior to catch stealthy threats, and Cisco 
Stealthwatch will detect malicious patterns in encrypted traffic.

With AnyConnect and ISE, ensure that only authorized individuals 
and supported systems can connect to your network remotely. 
They work with Cisco Umbrella to protect users even when VPN 
is off.

Simplify access across wired, wireless, and VPN connections. 
Policies are cascaded across all types of access points and 
automatically enforced by Cisco TrustSec software-defined 
segmentation.  

Blocks risky sites, spam, phishing attacks, and malicious email 
attachments before your users can be victimized - from the cloud 
or on-premises. 

Upgrade today
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Find and 
contain 

problems 
fast 

Simplify network 
segmentation 

Protect users 
wherever 
they are

Enable these business outcomes today 

See how it all works together

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/firewalls/index.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/effective-security-integration.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/effective-security-integration.html

